Website Banner Image in Wordpress

A featured image represents the contents, mood, or theme of a post or page. Posts and pages can have a single featured image, which many themes and tools can use to enhance the presentation of your site

Information

1. Open the editor of the post or page where you want to display a unique custom header image, and locate the **Featured Image** module on the right.
2. Click **Set Featured Image**
3. You will see an uploading screen identical to that used when inserting an image into a blog post.
4. Follow the on-screen prompts to choose the image from your computer and upload it or choose it from one of the images already in your Media Library.
5. Once the image has successfully been uploaded, you'll see one or more images displayed as thumbnails.
6. Click on the one you want to use as a featured image. It will then appear outlined in blue with a checkmark.
7. Click the button **Set Featured Image** at the bottom right.
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